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Lockinex®

Estate fencing posts and rails
Estate fencing posts and horizontal rails. All posts are 40x12mm o�ering a strong and stable structure and are 
designed to be driven into the ground by 800mm. Concreting the posts in is also an option and may require you 
to cut the bottom of the post down to suit.

2 main posts are o�ered: one to accept 4 x 16mm round bar with a 1 x 20mm round top rail and the other to 
accept 4 x 25x8mm �at with a 1 x 20mm round top rail. We recommend post spacing at approximately 1.0mtr.

Posts and rails are available from stock with a natural steel �nish which will rust over time to give a rustic look 
and feel or may be hand painted once installed if desired.
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40x12mm estate fencing post, 2000mm long. Top hole to accept 20mm round 
bar. 4 x lower holes to accept 16mm round bar. Rounded post top. Raw steel 
�nish.

Recommend dig into ground 800mm with 1mtr post spacings. If concreting post 
in, bottom of post may need cutting down.

40x12mm estate fencing post, 2000mm long. Top hole to accept 20mm round 
bar. 4 x lower holes to accept 25x8mm round bar. Rounded post top. Raw steel 
�nish.

Recommend dig into ground 800mm with 1mtr post spacings. If concreting post 
in, bottom of post may need cutting down.
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16mm diameter bar- 3mtr lengths - Used as lower rails for EST-01 posts - Product code: SRB16-3

20mm diameter bar- 3mtr lengths - Used as top rail for both EST-01 & EST-03 posts - Product code: SRB20-3

25x8mm �at bar - 3mtr lengths - Used as lower rails for EST-03 posts - Product code: FB258-3 

All bar is supplied with natural/raw steel �nish for painting after installation or to leave and form a rust surface for a rustic e�ect. 

All bar is supplied with natural/raw steel �nish for painting after installation or to leave and form a rust surface for a rustic e�ect.
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